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1. Introduction

To respond to the climate change mitigation quest, massive amounts of clean energy need to be introduced in the coming decades. The magnitude of the changes needed to meet the targets of the Paris Climate Accord from December 2015 represents a major transition from the present fossil-fuel based energy economy to a clean-energy one, which is almost CO2 free. The changes ahead are not only about technology changes, but include major societal changes as well turning the changes into a major social-technical transition.

This paper adds to the literature to better understand and model the transition from the present energy system to a sustainable one in line with the ambitious climate goals (IPCC, 2014). Two strands of literature on energy transitions have evolved in parallel. The first deals with socio-technical analyses of energy transitions including transition pathways (Geels et al., 2016; Geels, Berkhout and Van Vuuren, 2016; Grubler, Wilson and Nemet, 2016; Sovacool, 2016). The second one is on quantitative modelling of energy systems on a macro scale using integrated assessment models that address multiple societal objectives (van Vuuren et al., 2015), agent-based modelling of complex systems (Bale, Varga and Foxon, 2015; Ringler, Keles and Fichtner, 2016), or technologically detailed energy system optimisation models such as ETP-TIMES (Karlsson et al., 2016) and Balmorel (Kirkerud et al., 2014). Some recent studies (Holtz et al., 2015; Turnheim et al., 2015; Cherp et al., 2018) also discuss the ways of integrating or bridging the two distinct analytical approaches, often labelled as 'socio-technical' and 'techno-economic'. They address the former one’s focus on socio-technical variables (institutions, actors, values, technology innovation, etc.) and their interaction over longer time periods (decades) at multiple levels and scales. The latter one emphasizes detailed technological and economic variables, and system interactions, also over decades, in a formalised quantitative framework.

In addition to these two main approaches, there exist alternative perspectives identified by Turnheim et al. (2015) and by Cherp et al. (2018). The first article highlights the initiative-based learning approach that stresses the influence of transition pathways of real-world experimentation, learning by doing, actor involvement, stakeholder relevance, and local level implementation. The latter identifies political perspectives that address the role of institutions, the state, international relations, and special interests, among other political economic factors.
In the light of these recent advances, and to add new insights, this paper aims at analysing how quantitative modelling of energy scenarios as sustainable energy transition pathways can be made more realistic and less linear, accounting for insights from the socio-technical and related literature above. The proposition is that an enriched modelling approach should not focus just on technology development and deployment, but also on feedback loops, learning processes, the importance of policy and governance and of behavioural changes, interlinkages between the energy and other economic sectors, and infrastructure development.

We link our analysis in particular to variable renewable electricity generation (VRE) such as wind and solar power, which are the key energy production technologies in the clean energy transition (IEA, 2017). We focus on the Nordic region, in which wind energy may play a more important role than on average globally, which may also introduce major challenges with balancing the power system demand and supply. The technological quest may therefore not only be in the clean energy production, but actually in approaches, which increase the flexibility of the whole energy system so that the power demand and supply are matched and that the energy system can accept clean power. This in turn indicates a major systemic change in the energy system as well. We consider increasing the flexibility of the energy system as an important element in the energy transition (Koskinen and Breyer, 2016; Child et al., 2018) and as an important enabler of the transition, for which reason it is also given attention in our analysis.

Finally, the paper will also provide an assessment on how well quantitative modelling approaches other than integrated assessment models and optimisation energy models are suited to consider socio-technical variables and deal with highly complex dynamic systems (Holtz et al., 2015). The focus here is on system dynamics modelling (SDM) (Blumberga et al., 2018). Application of system dynamics for modelling of energy transitions is analysed by describing the differences between system dynamics and a traditional modelling approach that uses econometric and linear programming methods. A conceptual framework, represented by causal relations between elements of a system for this type of modelling is provided in Section 5.

The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. The next section outlines different theoretical perspectives on energy transitions and the analytical challenges associated with each one, and states the research questions. Section 3 describes the different steps of the methodology developed in the paper and outlines the main elements in system dynamics modelling of sustainable energy transitions. Section 4 discusses concepts from the sustainable transitions literature that we find relevant for understanding and modelling energy transition pathways. Section 5 highlights the unique features of SDM and how this approach differs from traditional energy modelling tools. We then discuss how SDM can be applied to the case of flexibility in an energy system with high shares of variable renewable energy. Finally we assess the concepts discussed in Section 4 - in terms of their use in SDM for energy transitions pathways and regarding their relevance for analysing energy system flexibility in general. Section 6 concludes the paper and identifies areas for future research.

2. Background to understanding energy transition pathways

Energy transitions have been studied from different theoretical perspectives (Turnheim et al., 2015; Cherp et al., 2018). Such transitions have to be understood as co-evolution of three distinct systems: (1) techno-economic systems characterised by energy flows like energy production, conversion, and consumption coordinated by the energy markets, (2) socio-technical systems defined by the energy technologies embedded in their socio-technical context, and (3) systems of political actions influencing
formulation and implementation of energy policies (Cherp et al., 2018). These three systems co-evolve and have different boundaries. They are semi-autonomous, but changes are mutually interdependent, which means that the interaction of all three systems must be addressed to fully understand the energy transition processes. (Cherp et al., 2018) distinguished between three main theoretical perspectives addressing these three systems: (1) economic and energy system analysis for studying the techno-economic system, (2) sociology and history of technology, evolutionary economics, for studying socio-technical systems, and (3) political science and political economy for studying systems of political actions.

Quantitative modelling of energy transition pathways (or energy-economic systems) traditionally draws on the techno-economic perspective, which focuses on “energy systems defined by energy flows, conversion processes, and consumption coordinated through the energy markets” (Cherp et al., 2018) and relies on theories from earth sciences, engineering and economics (ibid). The quantitative systems modelling approach in this theoretical perspective has limitations when considering the behaviour of the actors, the role of inertia and innovation and also explaining the spatial dimension of energy transitions (Cherp et al., 2018). Turnheim et al. (2015) distinguish between three theoretical approaches to sustainability transitions: socio-technical transition analysis, initiative-based learning, and quantitative systems modelling. They highlight five analytical challenges to study sustainability transitions: (1) transformation processes forego at different socio-spatial scales and over extended periods of time and a comprehensive understanding of transition pathways requires a thorough understanding of the past, the present, and the future, but here the different approaches have different assumptions for studying these; (2) innovation dynamics is very complex and difficult to predict, but policy support has to comprehend the timing and possible changes of policy interventions and to take into account innovation dynamics; (3) sustainability transitions have to overcome inertia and path dependence, but these are captured differently by different approaches; (4) normative goals of sustainability transitions have to balance with other objectives, like economic competitiveness, human health, and security, (5) a variety of perspectives on governing transitions calls for more integrated perspectives. These analytical challenges are summarised in Table 1.

Table 1. Analytical challenges for studying sustainability challenges (adapted from Turnheim et al., (2015))

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Socio-technical transition analysis</th>
<th>Initiative-based learning</th>
<th>Quantitative systems modelling</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Focus on transition pathways</td>
<td>Historically informed perspective</td>
<td>Micro-perspective on local-scale projects and upscaling</td>
<td>Future-oriented perspective on transitions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handling of complexity and uncertainty</td>
<td>Uses pathway typologies as theoretical constructs and analytical devices</td>
<td>In-depth case studies, but limited focus on predictions</td>
<td>Relatively constrained by fixed initial system boundaries and structures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Factor</td>
<td>Socio-technical transition analysis</td>
<td>Initiative-based learning</td>
<td>Quantitative systems modelling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Addressing inertia and path dependence</td>
<td>Inertia as outcome of structural resilience of the dominant regime</td>
<td>Inertia as preference of powerful actors under pressure (central energy supply and distribution, persistence of fossil fuels subsidies)</td>
<td>Inertia as techno-economic constraints, like sunk investments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple normative goals of transitions</td>
<td>Linkage of sustainability goals with other policy priorities</td>
<td>Activist-orientation and normative positions</td>
<td>Economic considerations serve as a rationale for sustainable actions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variety of perspectives on governing transitions</td>
<td>Insights from historical transformations can inform and focus current transition efforts, but less useful for future scenarios</td>
<td>Insights on local alternatives, but limited attention to interaction with regime trajectories and to link to broader transformations</td>
<td>Can assist decision-making for long-term policy targets, but less useful for considering institutional and social inertia</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Here we also pay attention to methodological challenges to achieving more flexibility in the Nordic energy system as a key component of a clean energy transition. Flexibility measures include both demand and supply side measures such as demand side management (DSM), energy storage, power-to-heat and power-to-gas coupling, power curtailment, etc. (Lund et al., 2015). When dealing with such enabling technologies it is necessary to integrate mainstream clean energy options together to provide a functioning sustainable energy production system. It requires approaches that are more versatile. For this purpose, the paper will also discuss system dynamics modelling (SDM) as a tool for quantitative systems modelling. We address analytical challenges related to (a) future oriented transition pathways and (b) how complexity and uncertainty can be handled in the system boundaries, and (c) how path dependence and lock-ins are to be addressed.

With this as background, the paper will address the following research questions:

- How can modelling of energy transition pathways be improved through consideration or integration of variables and insights drawn from the socio-technical perspective?
- What kinds of transitions pathways would this integration result in and how are they different from techno-economic energy scenarios? What are the key challenges in quantifying socio-technical variables to allow their integration in formal modelling framework?
- How can system dynamics modelling integrate socio-technical variables? How can flexibility of the energy system, being one of the critical pre-conditions for integration of variable renewable energy sources, be represented in SDM?
3. Methods

The study builds on a review of articles from the literatures on sustainability transitions and system dynamics. The material was reviewed to develop a conceptual and methodological framework rather than providing a comprehensive assessment of the literature. Special focus was placed on endogenous reinforcing and balancing mechanisms responsible for transition dynamics.

The study demonstrates a conceptual approach, which can be used for quantitative modelling of energy transition process that takes into account economic, technological, as well as socio-technical factors. We propose system dynamics modelling as an appropriate method for addressing challenges that arise in quantitative modelling of socio-technical factors and their complex interrelations over relatively long time horizons. Therefore, the methodology contains the following steps:

1. Definition of the dynamic problem, which must be addressed by the modelling;
2. Statement of the goal of the modelling as derived by the dynamic problem and corrective actions sought;
3. Creation of the dynamic hypothesis regarding the structure of the studied system, which is responsible for causing the dynamic problem;
4. Representing the structure proposed by the dynamic hypothesis as a quantitative model built as a set of stocks, flows and parameters;
5. Validation of the model and simulation of the reference case;
6. Policy test aiming at altering the problematic behaviour of the system by simulating the result of changed values of the most influential parameters – leverage points, or alteration of the system's structure;
7. Policy implementation testing consequences of realization of the modelled solutions in real life applications.

The present study accomplished steps one to three and the results can be used for creating a quantitative model based on stock-and-flows.

The dynamic problem was stated as follows: a rate of progress towards the wider goal of deep decarbonisation (of economy in general and energy sector in particular) remains slow. Therefore, the goal of modelling was to find out potential dynamics of decarbonisation considering the factors, which are the most critical for the process and possible values of these factors. The model should allow us to test policy scenarios, which consider various impacts on these factors. These factors should be simulated in the model as the parameters – leverage points, affecting flows, which in turn alter stocks serving as a measurement gauge for transition progress towards sustainable energy system. The dynamic hypothesis has to lead to identification of these stocks and parameters, as well as flows, which relate the parameters to the stocks. For the dynamic hypothesis, we took a holistic approach considering the pace of co-evolution of the knowledge-technology landscape, the socio-economic landscape and the socio-cultural landscape and their mutual interactions. Instead of assuming that the energy sector at any given moment of time is formed under conditions of technical-economic optimization, the constraints imposed by differing of rates of development of critical parts of the socio-technical system are considered. These constraints could deviate a system from the optimal conditions.
The most important factor of measurement of the decarbonisation progress is the annual carbon emissions related to energy services (Fig. 1), and this measurement could be the main stock of a model. The value of this stock depends mainly on two factors – annual demand for energy services and carbon-intensity of energy services. Annual demand for energy services, in turn, depends mainly on the willingness to purchase energy services (if these are available-supplied by a market), the number of people, and climatic conditions. Willingness to purchase energy services is affected by several factors, with values and economic considerations probably being the most important. Environmental pressures, i.e. climate change caused by CO₂ emissions, influence both values and economic considerations since these pressures have an effect on the costs associated with energy services. There is a very important feedback from annual CO₂ emissions and environmental pressures, and the policy regime most likely imposes additional costs on the supply of energy services. A feedback from the adoption rate of new technologies to direct costs of supply may lead to decreasing costs of supply due to learning effects, thus increasing the willingness to purchase energy services, *ceteris paribus*.

The carbon-intensity of energy services, in turn, depends mainly on new technology development and adoption rates. Policies may stimulate the technology development rate by supporting research and development and creating certain legislation and regulatory frameworks. The adoption rate of new technologies depends mainly on investment decisions in supply and demand sides and market change, i.e. the emergence of new business models favouring these new technologies. Policies may also support investment decisions by providing support, both financial and legal/regulatory (e.g. removing barriers), for entrance of these new technologies in the market. (Repele, Udrene and Bazbauers, 2017) shows how policy support for biomethane production and supply can be modelled with a SDM, by creating co-flows representing permits granted for electricity sales with feed-in premiums and physical capacity building for biomethane production.
Figure 1. Example of elements of the system dynamics model (SDM) representing the socio-technical energy transition.

Since it is impossible to describe in detail all elements and relations shown in Figure 1, this paper focuses on the adoption rate of new technologies for illustrating how SDM can be applied for quantitative modelling of sustainable energy transitions. The illustration is done in Section 5 on the conceptual level with the help of causal loop diagrams. It is based on the concepts obtained from the analysis of the sustainable transition literature summarised in Section 4.

4. Concepts from the sustainable transitions literature for improved modelling of energy transitions pathways

Next we discuss concepts from the sustainable transition (ST) literature that may be used to identify and analyse mechanisms or variables affecting energy transition pathways. We first introduce the concept of transitions pathways and its variants, highlighting how technological development unfolds in often non-linear ways. Drawing on the strategic niche management approach, we then discuss technological niches and the conditions for their development, as niche development is central in energy transitions. Next, we consider the role of expectations and visions in technological development, which have received much attention by ST scholars. A fourth concept central to modelling energy transitions pathways is path dependence and in this context we discuss a number of lock-in mechanisms that can reinforce a certain development pathway in energy systems. The last set of concepts that cut across the previous ones mentioned are institutions and actors; we focus this discussion on how political processes and corporate strategies may influence transitions pathways.
4.1 Transitions pathways

The notion of transitions pathways has been defined as "patterns of changes in socio-technical systems unfolding over time that lead to new ways of achieving specific societal functions. Transitions pathways involve varying degrees of reconfiguration across technologies, supporting infrastructures, business models and production systems, as well as the preferences and behaviour of consumers" (Turnheim et al., 2015). This concept could be used to analyse e.g. alternative patterns of change of the Nordic energy system.

Geels and Schot (2007) first introduced the concept and developed a typology, which distinguishes between four pathways: the transformation pathway, the reconfiguration pathway, the technological substitution pathway, and the de-alignment and re-alignment pathway. Below we discuss this typology, starting out with the initial descriptions by Geels and Schot (2007) and then discuss the further points made in (Geels et al., 2016).

The **transformation pathway** involves mainly regime actors and some groups outside the regime (social movements), which voice criticism. The regime actors just adjust the regime rules, such as goals, heuristics, and guiding principles. Here Geels et al. (2016) point out that incumbents and not just new entrants may also reorient towards radical technological innovations. The reorientation happens not just towards incremental innovations for existing technologies, but also by adding competences and by reorientation towards new technologies.

The **reconfiguration pathway** involves both regime actors and suppliers, which develop novel solutions, and the regime actors incorporate these solutions. This leads to adjustments in the basic architecture of the regime. Geels et al. (2016) observed that this pathway also involves new alliances between incumbents and new entrants, and that niche innovation are initially incorporated as modular innovations or add-ons to existing technologies. Later these new technologies may lead to unintended effects and second-order learning effects, and both could trigger cascades of innovations.

The **technological substitution pathway** involves a competition between incumbent firms and new firms with new technological solutions. If there is enough pressure, the new niche firms will break through and replace the existing regime. Geels et al. (2016) stressed that not just new firms and established firms struggle with each other, but that also outsiders and incumbents from other sectors may enter the struggle for a new pathway.

The **de-alignment and re-alignment pathway** involves new niche actors. A multitude of novelty emerges, and new entrants compete for resources, attention and legitimacy. Eventually one novelty will win and the regime will re-stabilise. Geels et al. (2016) argues that this pathway is based on external large shocks, such as those caused by wars, 'cold war' periods when mutual trust in international relations are challenged, economic crises, or ecological disasters such as Fukushima.

Geels et al. (2016) concluded that there is no linear development from one pathway to another. Instead, the shifts between the different pathways depend more on endogenous factors than on external landscape impact. Active delays, power struggles and counter-movements can cause non-linear developments.

Geels et al. (2017) highlight that low-carbon transitions cannot easily be modelled as a process of steady increasing deployment of low-carbon technologies. The dynamics of such transition processes have to be taken into account, involving analysis of: (a) a wider spectre of actors with their competing interests,
beliefs and practices, (b) the non-linear changes of user practices, discourses and political struggles around these transitions, (c) the alignment between long-term benefits of low-carbon developments and other objectives of relevant stakeholders, and (d) the directionality of public policy towards low-carbon transitions (ibid.).

4.2 Strategic niche management

The strategic niche management (SNM) approach has been developed to address niche processes and to some degree to provide policymakers a tool for supporting niche development (Hoogma et al., 2002). Kemp et al. (1998) define SNM as “the creation, development and controlled phase-out of protected spaces for the development and use of promising technologies by means of experimentation, with the aim of (1) learning about the desirability of the new technology and (2) enhancing the further development and the rate of application of the new technology.”

Rip (1995) emphasises that there is no linearity in technological development. This has been confirmed for Dutch biogas development (Geels and Raven, 2006) and by a study of biomass technologies in Denmark and The Netherlands, which found no linear pattern in the observed development of technological niches towards protected market niches and dedicated market niches and eventually regime shifts (Raven, 2005). Finally, Coenen et al. (2012) observed that the varying local context conditions play a major explanatory role in niche development.

Instability at the regime level increases opportunities for niche development, which can result in increased niche size. Raven distinguishes between three possible avenues: (1) regime instability can create local opportunities for experiments and niche actors develop expectations linked to regime instability; (2) with a decreasing stability of the regime the regime actors become interested in the niche because of promising options for the future; and (3) in the case of very high instability of the regime a niche can be adopted by the regime as a problem solver, but for this a sense of urgency has to become prominent in political visions and agreements (Raven, 2005).

The quality of the niche processes is also decisive for niches to succeed and the following have been highlighted as decisive for successful niche development: facilitating learning processes, the formation of broad and aligned networks and institutional embedding, voicing and shaping of expectations and visions, the development of complementary technologies and infrastructures, supporting technology diffusion (up-scaling) (Hoogma et al., 2002; Raven, 2005; Coenen and Díaz López, 2010).

4.3 Expectations and visions

Hetland (1996) investigates the role of promises and expectations in technological development – how promises about technologies are converted into design specifications. Expectations and visions are constituent for technological development (Borup et al., 2006). However, expectation statements only contribute to the development of technology niches if they become a part of agenda building processes (Lente and Rip, 1998). Agenda building processes and expectations influence each other. Expectations get converted into requirements and task divisions at different levels. At the micro level, specific ideas about promising search routes guide solving of specific problems; at the meso level visions and expectations about functionality result in functional requirements; at the macro level the cultural level of expectations justifies technological development for achieving sustainable development (Raven, 2005).

Expectations change over time, alternating between hypes and disappointment (Borup et al., 2006). When early technological expectations downplay organisational and societal factors, the dis-
appointments are inevitable. Shifts in expectations have triggered actors to search in different application domains, contributing to niche branching. However, shifts in niche expectations are mainly caused by external changes, e.g. policies, and only to some degree by internal learning processes (Raven, 2005; Geels and Raven, 2006). Raven concludes that “a broad set of expectations is important in the beginning of a niche trajectory (to allow a parallel and continuous pattern), but expectations should be made concrete and tested in experiments along the innovation journey ...” (Raven, 2005). Regarding the effect of learning outcomes, then Geels and Raven (2006) observed that when learning outcomes validate and accept the initial expectations a new development cycle is initiated that enables further incremental refinement, but if learning outcomes are below the initial expectations “faith in the new technology diminishes and expectations decline” (Geels and Raven, 2006). Eventually, new expectations will be developed and non-linearity occurs if they come on the agenda.

4.4 Path dependence and lock-ins

Path dependence is the tendency of institutions or technologies to become committed to develop in certain ways because of their structural properties or their beliefs and values (Greener, 2017). Path dependence is important for understanding and modelling energy transitions pathways as it suggests the existence of mechanisms that (under certain conditions) can cause some technologies, behaviours or policies to persist or dominate even if “superior” alternatives exist. While such lock in mechanisms cause considerable inertia in energy systems, a change in path-dependent systems is still possible through feedback mechanisms, as also highlighted by the SNM approach.

Klitkou et al. (2015) have developed an analytical framework studying systematically the role of lock-in mechanisms in transition processes. They understand lock-in mechanisms as “mechanisms, which reinforce a certain pathway of economic, technological, industrial and institutional development and can lead to path dependence”. Klitkou et al. (2015) observed that there can be interactions between lock-in mechanisms, such as between learning effects, network externalities and technological interrelatedness, which are reinforcing each other, or between symbiotic relationships and institutional learning effects, where the former is weakening the latter. Below we discuss a selection of the mechanisms discussed by (Klitkou et al., 2015), which we find especially relevant for this paper.

4.4.1 Learning effects and learning processes

Learning effects influence transition pathways through their effects on the cost and performance of alternative energy technologies and through institutional learning in relation to e.g. better policies, collaborations, ownership models, servicing etc.

Institutional learning effects are the outcome of the increased adoption of institutions, which makes them rather complex and difficult to change, even when mistakes have been clearly identified, while at the same time providing improved coordination and adaptive expectations (Foxon, 2002).

Increasing returns lead to learning effects, according to Arthur (1990). They facilitate the development of higher quality products and the improvement of processes by incremental innovation. Learning effects occur when knowledge, skills and organisation routines increase with cumulative production.

Increased adoption may also lead to learning-by-using, providing important feedback about the needs of users for incremental product development. The learning effects lead to lower costs, which eventually can be measured by learning curves (Junginger, Sark and Faaij, 2010). This sequence of historical
events points to the role of national scientific and technological specialisation (Cimoli, 1994; Klitkou and Kaloudis, 2007).

Practical experience, Hoogma et al. (2002) argue, is necessary to generate knowledge required to accommodate introduction of new technologies. Because such knowledge cannot be acquired in house, there is a need for an experimental introduction of novel technologies into use environments (Hoogma et al., 2002). Technological niches are often created through experiments, and pilot and demonstration projects (Hoogma et al., 2002).

Learning through demonstration projects has been addressed recently (Frishammar et al., 2015; Hellsmark et al., 2016; Klitkou, 2016; Fevolden et al., 2017). Demonstration projects address not only pure technical challenges, but also help reducing the organisational, market, and institutional risks and uncertainties (Fevolden et al., 2017). They require a policy mix to become successful (Hellsmark et al., 2016).

First and second order learning is an important distinction. “First-order learning refers to learning about the effectiveness of a certain technology to achieve a specific goal. First-order learning aims to verify pre-defined goals, to reach goals within a given set of norms and rules. Second-order learning refers to learning about underlying norms and assumptions and is about questioning these norms or changing the rules” (Hoogma, 2000; Raven, 2005) including conceptions about technology, user demands, and regulations.

Learning in niches. Learning enables stabilisation at the niche level and is therefore the most crucial process for emergence of a market niche. Beside learning inside an experiment, learning between different locations and between different social groups is a prerequisite for the success of the niche (Raven, 2005). Hoogma et al. (2002) highlight the following aspects of learning as relevant for niches: (1) design specifications of technical development and infrastructure; (2) development of the user context, including user characteristics, their demands and their barriers to use the new technology; (3) the societal, safety and environmental impact of the new technology; (4) required industrial development, including production and maintenance networks to facilitate diffusion of the new technology; and (5) government role and regulatory framework in the introduction process, and possible incentives to stimulate adoption (Hoogma et al., 2002).

4.4.2 Increasing returns to scale and scope

Economies of scale emerge when sunk costs from earlier investments in production capacity are spread over an increasing production volume in the socio-technical system. Economies of scale can be explained by increasing returns as fixed costs are spread over more units of production output and by the functions of the built-up infrastructure, especially for larger technical systems such as energy production or transportation (Hughes, 1987). Infrastructure such as electricity generation or transport systems becomes more efficient and gains momentum when more users plug into the system. Yet, the inertia of this infrastructure locks the system into a chosen direction. However, Arthur et al. (1989) also point out that not all technologies achieve increasing returns through scale economies, e.g. hydroelectric power plants become more costly as the size of the dams increases.

The widespread use of a technology may allow for economies of scope, i.e. cost advantages induced by the production and use of a variety of products rather than specialising in the production of one type of product. Panzar and Willig (1981) emphasise the potential of achieving cost efficiency because of economies of scope. This is connected to product diversification in different niche markets.
Informational increasing returns occur because the adoption of a technology means that it receives greater attention, which in turn stimulates other users to adopt it (van den Bergh and Oosterhuis, 2008). Examples of such cases include rooftop PV systems, home automation, or electric vehicles.

4.4.3 Network externalities

Network externalities emerge because of early de facto standard setting in industrial networks, which require compatibility and because many consumers purchase compatible products (Katz and Shapiro, 1986). This mechanism is especially important for infrastructure development in ICT, energy or transport, but also for the adoption of technology by end consumers such as mobile phones, computer software and electric vehicles.

4.4.4 Technological interrelatedness and infrastructures

Technological interrelatedness occurs because the adoption of a technology favours the development of complementary technologies, decreases technological uncertainty, while potential users may adapt their expectations regarding quality, endurance and the performance of the technology. A case in point is that the adoption of VRE technologies stimulates the demand for technologies that raise energy system flexibility. Technologies that are incompatible with the dominant technological regime are locked out, however (van den Bergh and Oosterhuis, 2008). In this context, Hoogma et al. (2002) observe that the development of technological niches depends on the introduction of complementary technologies and infrastructures. Existing infrastructures are not adapted to the needs of the new technology, and complementary technologies - such as automated demand response, ICT for smart grids, or big data analysis - often have to be developed or at least be adapted to the needs of the new technology. Regarding infrastructure, such as EV charging stations, new distribution systems have to be established and maintenance requirements have to be introduced and the work force to be introduced for the new technology (Hoogma et al., 2002). Investments in the old infrastructure constitute a strong lobby for own, and probably diverging, interests. The value of the new infrastructure and maintenance investments is often rather high and requires therefore decisions and collaboration on cost defraying. This issue is especially important when large technological systems are to be changed, as is the case for energy infrastructure (Hughes, 1987). In general, policy has mainly focussed on enabling renewable electricity generation, while complementary innovations like energy storage, demand response, energy efficiency, transmission and distribution grid, and new business models and market arrangements to ensure energy system flexibility and security have received much less policy support.

4.5 Institutions and actors

Actors and institutions can influence energy transition pathways in profound ways, in particular through political processes at local, national and international levels, but also through the strategies and behaviours of companies and consumers. In a modelling context, Holtz et al. (2015) argue for distinguishing between social processes that emerge from the uncoordinated actions of many actors (e.g. increasing returns to scale, diffusion of innovations) and those caused by the coordinated actions or discussions of a few actors. The former type is partly covered by the above discussions on expectations, learning and path dependence but covers also the important aspect of consumer behaviour. The latter process includes political processes and the strategic actions of core industry actors (e.g. wind turbine producers and large utilities) and are ‘contingent on potentially very specific circumstances of the actors involved and the institutional setting’ (Holtz et al., 2015). This specificity and
contextuality make such processes difficult to model and generalise, while ignoring them could mean excluding central dynamics and interactions from the analysis.

In terms of political processes, then the political perspective is generally weakly represented in the sustainable transitions literature (Cherp et al., 2018), limiting the ability to explain changes in policies that affect the energy system. In this regard, Cherp et al. (2018) argue that the political system is a semi-autonomous system with its own dynamics that co-evolve with socio-technical and techno-economic systems. To strengthen the understanding of the political system in analyses of energy transitions, they and e.g. Meadowcroft (2009) propose to draw on political science and related literature, including the use of the concepts of state and state policies, institutions, institutional capacities, policy paradigms, varieties of capitalism (liberal vs. coordinated), and policy convergence and diffusion across nation states. In terms of the modelling of energy transition pathways, then such analyses could improve model specifications, e.g. through feedback loops, in terms of how national energy policies are dynamically linked to environmental pressures, societal values, social acceptance of energy technologies, state regulatory capacities, ownership of production equipment (e.g. prosumers vs. large corporations) and larger-scale policy process (e.g. EU).

The strategic actions of industry actors have been extensively analysed by transitions scholars, in relation to investments in energy technologies and infrastructures, horizontal integration of energy companies (often through mergers and acquisitions, such as in Germany and the United Kingdom (Geels et al., 2016)), vertical integration through foreign direct investment (Nyggaard and Bolwig, 2018), and the creation and use of transnational linkages to access knowledge, technologies, capital etc. (Wieczorek, Raven and Berkhout, 2015). Energy transition studies have also highlighted industry's 'political work’ in relation to both regime and niche processes (Raven et al., 2016). This literature documents how industries strategize and act in response to changes in markets and regulations (e.g., (Geels et al., 2016), but also that firms can yield considerable influence on policies as well as change market conditions. For energy modelling, deep knowledge of industry strategic actions thus seems important to specify the interactions between policy and rates of technology development and deployment, but also feedback loops from such investments and policy support. Industry actors may also be central to the development of technologies that cause disruptive system changes, such as the plummeting cost of photovoltaic and wind energy in recent years.

5. Application of system dynamics to modelling of energy transitions

Based on the analysis of concepts from the sustainable transition literature in Section 4, a transition process can be characterized by nonlinear shifts from one pathway to another. These shifts depend mostly on endogenous factors rather than external impacts. Therefore, when making a quantitative model for sustainable energy transition analysis, one needs a tool that allows encountering main reinforcing and balancing effects, which are created by the system’s structure itself, and dynamics of shifting of dominance between these effects over time. The limitation of most so-called traditional modelling tools lies in the inability to capture this complex dynamics, which result from the internal structure of the system under analysis. Furthermore, as shown in this section, the modelling approach must enable quantitative description of transition not only in the technology domain, but also in the institutional, market, and social domains. We propose SDM as an approach, which may help filling this gap. This section describes how system dynamics differs from other modelling approaches, its strengths and limitations, and demonstrates how causal loop diagrams (CLDs) may represent the concepts
described in Section 4. CLDs serve as a dynamic hypothesis about a structure of the studied system, which is responsible for exhibited dynamic behaviour (e.g. behaviour that slows down the transition process). CLDs are used as input for the construction of the quantitative model, i.e. turned into stock-and-flow models that can be quantitatively modelled.

5.1 How system dynamics models differ from traditional models

System dynamics models have been successfully used for energy system modelling for decades and a good overview is provided in (Qudrat-Ullah, 2015). The main advantage of system dynamics over traditional modelling approaches using econometric and linear programming methods is its ability to capture the complex and dynamic nature of energy systems. Namely, with system dynamics models we are able to consider:

1. Information feedback loops affecting demand and investment decisions, regulations and policy implications, environmental awareness of society;
2. Material (e.g. power generation capacity construction) and information (e.g. price signals, level of knowledge about new technologies) delays;
3. Co-development (co-flows) and mutual interaction of material (e.g. capacities of various technologies) and non-material (e.g. level of expertise, technology-readiness levels) stocks;
4. Non-linear causal relations governed by reinforcing and balancing forces (e.g. diffusion of new technologies and limits to growth) which are characteristic for technology disruptions in socio-technical systems.

The most fundamental difference of system dynamics modelling compared with many traditional modelling tools is its endogenous approach – understanding and modelling of the structure of a system, which is responsible for its dynamic behaviour. This modelling approach allows us to consider that the impact of socio-technical factors and decisions is exhibited via information feedback loops that constantly change the system under study. The ability to simulate the information feedback in the system is what makes system dynamics approach so unique (Ford, 1997).

Many integrated energy–economy–climate models use economic optimization and equilibrium assumptions (Fiddaman, 2002). System dynamics models of energy–economy interactions, however, study disequilibrium dynamics, by including behavioural decision rules and explicitly modelling stocks and flows of capital, labour, resources and money. A more realistic representation of energy transition requires consideration of a disequilibrium energy-economy-social system with delays in perception and adjustment, endogenous technological change, feedback effects and explicit behavioural rules, rather than optimization with assuming complete information and instantaneous equilibration of factor inputs to optimal levels.

Quantitative energy models often have a limited focus on techno-economic factors, but political, social, and behavioural aspects are framed exogenously (Li, Trutnevyte and Strachan, 2015). Socio-technical transition models (STET) in which quantitative modelling of energy system transitions includes also co-development of policy, technology, and behavioural factors have therefore been proposed (Li, Trutnevyte and Strachan, 2015). These models have three main requirements. First, there should be a sufficient techno-economic detail with disaggregated technology options having certain cost and performance characteristics, and operational or resource constraints. Second, these models have to consider multiple explicit actors with differentiated behavioural parameters and ability to influence
transitions. Third, the models should be able to capture transition pathway dynamics providing sufficiently long time horizons (as opposed to snapshots of conditions at certain future time periods), as well as include assessment of normative goals and radical alternatives to the existing technologies or behaviour models which allow actors to break out from the locked-in systems. Several models which were identified as STET models (Li, Trutnevyte and Strachan, 2015) have actually used a system dynamics approach. These models may be able to capture socio-technical transitions as successfully as agent-based models, which represent almost half of all reviewed STET models. One area for future improvement of STET models is the representation of co-evolutionary factors of social interaction. System dynamics models include endogenous social mechanisms, in which actors are able to influence each other’s decisions (Li, Trutnevyte and Strachan, 2015). It is also noted by (Li, Trutnevyte and Strachan, 2015) that it may be too challenging to create an ideal STET model which corresponds to all the three major requirements. An option could be linking of several models, with each providing sufficient details within their core elements.

In distinction to optimization models (e.g. MARKAL/TIMES, MESSAGE and DIME), system dynamics models are flexible and allow integration of strategic behaviour and absence of complete information, thus reflecting market imperfections and failures (Semertzidis, 2015). Neglect of market failures and adjustment delays is characteristic also to computable general equilibrium (CGE), and partial equilibrium models, which do not consider interrelations (Semertzidis, 2015), as opposed to system dynamics models. Agent-based models, which belong to the same category of simulation models as system dynamics, have a drawback of requiring enormous amounts of empirical data for the simulation of behaviour of individual agents (Semertzidis, 2015).

Energy modelling currently tries to combine strengths of so-called top-down models (input-output models, econometric models, computable general equilibrium models and system dynamics), which provide endogenous assessment of economic and societal effects, with bottom-up models (partial equilibrium models, optimization models, simulation models, multi-agent models), which are able to provide higher technological detail (Herbst et al., 2012). Both modelling approaches are combined in so-called hybrid energy system models by either soft linking, i.e. manual transfer of data, parameters and coefficients, or hard linking by using automatic routines (Herbst et al., 2012). Thus, combining system dynamics with technologically detailed optimization models could be a prospective direction for modelling of socio-technical energy transitions. The challenge lies in keeping those models theoretically consistent and empirically valid, while avoiding huge incomputable models (Herbst et al., 2012).

5.2 Reinforcing and balancing processes in energy transitions

The shifting of power between reinforcing (R) and balancing (B) loops can be illustrated with a conceptual figure representing the possible character of dynamics of the share of electricity produced by variable renewable energy source (RES) technologies (Fig. 2). Niche innovations and technology (and business model) disruptions are diffusing at increasing rate initially, as technology becomes more competitive and society more adaptive to these innovations with increasing market share. However, the rate of diffusion starts to decline as soon as we approach the limits of the existing market conditions. These limits could be imposed by flexibility restrictions of the existing power system, land, and infrastructure availability for construction of new capacity, limited pool of adopters of new technologies, etc.
Dynamics of share of variable renewable energy sources as portrayed by interaction of reinforcing and balancing processes and disruption.

When approaching these limits, the pressure to innovate and breaking these limits may become stronger, but simultaneously will need political support and institutional changes.

Reinforcing loops R1 and R2 portray learning effects of actors involved in the energy transition (Fig. 3), leading to increased willingness to invest in wind power (WPP) and residential solar PV as more capacity is installed. A larger installed capacity of WPP results in increased rate of WPP technology development and decreased land required per unit of capacity of WPP, which leads to less of the total land required for WPP, ceteris paribus. It results in more remaining land available for construction of WPP (constrained by the total land available for that purpose), stimulating investment decisions in new WPP capacities. Increased willingness to invest in WPP leads to even larger WPP capacity in the next turn. Increased capacity of residential solar PVs leads to increased rate of solar PV technology development, which causes unit costs of PV production to decline. The decreased unit costs of solar PV leads to increased willingness to invest in residential PV, increasing the capacity of PV and leading to even faster rate of technology development. Modelling can encounter also other effects, which may strengthen reinforcing loops, i.e. information increasing returns ("word-of-mouth effect"), network externalities, collective action, economies of scale, and institutional learning effects.
Even though technological development of WPP reduces the land required per unit of capacity, construction of new WPP will inevitably lead to increase of the total land required for WPP and will exhaust remaining land available for WPP (Fig. 3). As the land for WPP construction becomes scarce, less investors will be willing to invest in WPP capacity and less capacity will be constructed. Thus, a balancing loop B1 is formed, imposing limits to growth to the reinforcing loop R1, and this balancing loop gains strength as the limit of the available land is approached. For residential solar PV, diminishing number of potential adopters of PV may impose the limits to growth, forming the balancing loop B2. Flexibility limits of a power system may be a limiting factor for both technologies and form additional balancing loops.

Potential interaction between residential solar PV and WPP may be characterized by the balancing loop B3, limiting the growth of WPP. Increased capacity of WPP may require more investments in the power grid to absorb more of the variable power and preserve stable operation of a grid. Increased investments in the grid lead to increased grid connection fee, thus creating incentive to invest more in residential solar PVs, *ceteris paribus*. As more capacity of residential solar PV’s is installed, less of electricity is demanded from a grid; thus, less power produced by WPP is purchased by residential customers. Diminishing demand for grid-supplied power decreases willingness to invest in WPP capacity.

---

1 This is if a rate structure of transmission and distribution services or co-development of storage technologies create incentive for that; a potential decrease in power spot-market price as the share of WPP produced electricity increases could make grid power more attractive.
One of the niche innovations with high potential in the future is de-centralized power production, which could partially replace the existing system, based on centralized large-scale power plants. De-centralized clean energy production systems are highly relevant to the energy transition.

In case the power costs provided by large scale power plants exceed a threshold and continue to rise, power consumers start to search for options to decrease the costs of energy (Fig. 4). Balancing loops B1 to B3 illustrate possible behaviour of the consumers. Before examining options, which require financial investments, consumers most likely will try to change their regular behaviour to decrease the costs of electricity. The first step would be a change in behaviour by using less power – switching off electric appliances when not needed, turning off lights when leaving the room, etc. (B1). If it is not enough and power costs are still increasing, consumers might transfer their peak consumption to off-peak hours, when electricity price is lower (B2), which would increase energy system flexibility. If many consumers decide to transfer power consumption to off-peak hours, the power load becomes more balanced with less significant peaks, which results in lower demand for peak capacity of power plants. With lower capacity, but more balanced power production, power production costs might increase due to economies of scale (lower capacity results in higher investment per capacity unit), but the costs might as well decrease due to more efficient utilization of installed capacities (R6).

In case the change in behaviour is not sufficient, or if consumers become more aware of the environmental pressure that the current power sector is inflicting, they might consider becoming prosumers and produce energy by themselves e.g. by installing solar PV panels on their roofs (B3).
Reinforcing loop R1 illustrates the learning effect. When more consumers become prosumers, more information about this practice is accumulated, more people are informed, which in turn helps to make the concept more attractive to others.

Reinforcing loops 2 to 4 illustrate the effect that the development of de-centralized power production have on large scale power production and costs. We can assume that there are current large-scale power production technologies and that there will be large-scale niche innovation technologies, which both compete with de-centralized power production. If power costs, provided by large-scale power plants are too high for consumers, they may gradually switch to a de-centralized system and produce most of the power themselves. This in turn decreases the amount of power produced by large-scale power plants (both current and niche technologies), which results in reduction of power plant capacities. As for most of the technologies economies of scale apply, reduction in capacities eventually means that costs of power production in large-scale power plants increase, therefore promoting de-centralized power production even further (R3 and R4). Large-scale incumbent technologies compete not only against a de-centralized system, but also against each other, and technologies with most benefits under existing rules and institutions are developed (R5). Development of de-centralized system not only transforms the production part, but also reconfigures transmission and distribution of power. De-centralized system with a lot of prosumers located nearby promotes development of micro-grids, when power is distributed between local consumers and only excess power is transmitted to the grid. This helps to reduce transmission loses and costs for micro-grid users, but increases average fixed transmission costs for other consumers, therefore increasing power costs from the grid even more (R2).

5.3 Applying the methodology to the case of energy system flexibility

A transition to sustainable energy systems inherently calls for more careful matching of power demand and supply, as utilizing variable renewable energy sources (RES) will increase supply variations. Therefore flexibility is chosen here as a case for SDM. Flexibility of the energy system will be one of the important factors affecting the adoption rate of RES technologies (Fig. 5).
Figure 5. Causal loop diagram illustrating balancing effects caused by changes in the adoption rate of renewable energy source (RES) technologies.

As technical constraints of flexibility become more pressing, i.e. the share of variable power production approaches the maximum limit of an energy system (further increase of capacity may lead to instabilities or loss of production), the adoption rate of RES technologies decreases, ceteris paribus. The decrease of adoption rate leads to higher carbon-intensity of energy services, increasing the environmental concern, which, results in increased public awareness of the environmental problems (climate change). Increased public awareness results in increased policy support for RES, which may be exhibited in the form of increased support for research and development (R&D). Increased investment in R&D brings a higher rate of technological development of flexibility solutions, which will relax technical constraints of flexibility. Thus, a balancing loop B1 is formed and the loop helps to stabilize carbon-intensity of energy services. Another balancing effect (loop B2) may be created by increased formation of new business possibilities (market change) as technological development rate of flexibility solutions increase (new businesses are driven by arrival of new technologies). New business possibilities will stimulate investment decisions in new technologies, thus increasing adoption rate of RES technologies.

In the description of the strategic niche management in Section 4, it was noted that a decreasing stability of existing regime may lead to seeking solutions, which will solve the problem and may provide opportunities for a niche and disruptive technologies. As technical constraints to flexibility become more urgent, the stability of the existing regime, e.g. power system, declines, which in turn increases the motivation to develop new flexibility solutions. This motivation may be exhibited in increased support for R&D leading to increased rate of development of flexibility solutions, relaxed flexibility constraints and increased adoption rate of new technologies, and a balancing loop B3 is formed.
5.4 Integration of sustainability transitions concepts in system dynamics modelling

Table 2 below summarises how the concepts from the sustainability transitions (ST) literature would be approached and integrated in system dynamics modelling of energy systems. It also recapitulates the relevance of the concepts for analysis of energy system flexibility in general. Note that the table lists more concepts than were applied in the illustrative loop diagrams above in an attempt to provide a framework with generic value.

Table 2. Integration of sustainable transitions concepts in system dynamics modelling

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ST concept</th>
<th>Approach in system dynamics models</th>
<th>Relevance for analysis of flexibility</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Transformation pathway</strong></td>
<td>Endogenously represented by co-evolving stocks and flows (S&amp;F) portraying technology and competence development processes.</td>
<td>Development of competences required for adoption and use of automation systems of home appliances which allow to shift peak load and increase consumption at certain periods of time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reconfiguration pathway</strong></td>
<td>Development of novel technologies and their incorporation into existing system represented by co-evolving S&amp;F. The novel technological solutions gradually overtake existing solutions when a certain maturity is reached.</td>
<td>Digitalization, development of demand-side response technologies and solutions, incl. new linkages between established utilities and ICT companies in e.g. smart grid development, smart meter apps etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Technological substitution pathway</strong></td>
<td>Technological choice can be based on unit costs of production which includes direct costs of production and “inconvenience costs” which reflect pressure from new solutions.</td>
<td>Development of electric vehicles, which provide flexibility solutions, especially vehicle-to-grid systems. Decision of car producers to gradually stop production of gasoline cars may represent “inconvenience costs” for new car buyers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>De-alignment and re-alignment pathway</strong></td>
<td>A system model built with SDM can be tested by applying exogenous shocks to it but these shocks cannot be modelled endogenously since these are external to the system.</td>
<td>Fast development of large, energy-intensive industrial sector which can provide considerable demand flexibility.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST concept</td>
<td>Approach in system dynamics models</td>
<td>Relevance for analysis of flexibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategic niche management</td>
<td>Driver of technological and institutional disruption (e.g. the balancing loop B3 in Fig. 5). Development of complementary technologies and infrastructures, supporting technology diffusion portrayed as co-flows.</td>
<td>Development of cold storage for freezers in order to use cooling equipment flexibly.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Industrial development which is able to provide flexibility solutions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Development of efficient electric heating in residential and service sector as well as district heating systems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expectations and visions</td>
<td>Parallel S&amp;F where stocks represent attributes of technologies, e.g. specific investment, and flows are rates of closing a gap between expectations (goals) for the attributes and the actual value of attributes (stocks). Stock adjustment time, which affects the rates may be dependent on investment in R&amp;D with larger investment shortening the time. Fast developing technologies will be selected. Slow developing technologies may receive less support for R&amp;D, increasing the stock adjustment time even more.</td>
<td>S&amp;F representing transition from technical potential to economic potential of flexibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Path dependence</td>
<td></td>
<td>Decrease of costs of battery storage technologies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning effects</td>
<td>Government role is modelled as financial support which decreases unit costs of producing new technologies at the initial stage of development, e.g. investment subsidies (e.g. loops R1 and R2 in Fig. 3, and the loop R1 in Fig. 4). Supporting infrastructure and maintenance networks represented as co-evolving S&amp;F, with their rate of development influencing capacity construction of the new RES technologies.</td>
<td>Second-order learning from increased use of smart meters (and associated apps etc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST concept</td>
<td>Approach in system dynamics models</td>
<td>Relevance for analysis of flexibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increasing returns to scale and scope</td>
<td>Increasing returns to scale are portrayed by reinforcing loops representing decrease of specific investments with increasing installed capacities, leading to even larger increase in capacities. The lock-in effect is modelled as restriction on new RES capacity order rate before existing capacities are not depreciated. Informational increasing returns are modelled as word-of-mouth effect in diffusion processes, taking a positive feedback from technology in use to decisions to invest in that new technology.</td>
<td>Charging infrastructure for electric vehicles that can deliver flexibility. Long-distance trade in electricity reduces average fixed costs per MW for interconnectors. Development of demand-response technologies. New business models for aggregation of flexibility services through a variety of sources.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network externalities</td>
<td>Compatibility of industrial networks and infrastructure are co-evolving S&amp;F with certain attributes. Compatibility may increase at increasing rate initially and slow down when certain limits are approached.</td>
<td>Amount of variable electricity which can be absorbed by electric vehicles and consumer battery storages systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technological interrelatedness</td>
<td>As RES capacity increases, a risk perceived by potential investors decreases. Technological interrelatedness can be modelled in similar way as network externalities.</td>
<td>Flexible consumption depends on development of new ICT solutions as well as equipment such as smart meters, home automation, and batteries.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infrastructures</td>
<td>Infrastructures can be modelled in similar way as network externalities by using evolving co-flows.</td>
<td>Automated EV charging stations, interconnectors,</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Actors and institutions*
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ST concept</th>
<th>Approach in system dynamics models</th>
<th>Relevance for analysis of flexibility</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Political entities and processes</td>
<td>Actors and institutions in SDM are usually modelled on aggregate level as uncoordinated actions of many actors (e.g. word-of-mouth effect). Political processes can be considered by creating feedbacks from stocks which measure important societal factors, e.g. annual CO$_2$ emissions to certain political leverage points, e.g. support for RES (e.g. balancing loop B1 in Fig. 5). Impact of a large incumbent actor may be considered as “inconvenience costs” for new technologies resulting from various barriers, as well as perceived higher risk for investment.</td>
<td>Power market integration. Introduction of new market mechanisms and national regulation and legislation. Political support to tax reforms to promote a flexible energy system, including electrification of heating and transport. Capacity of state agencies to implement policies. Effect of EU energy policy on flexibility-enabling policies in member states.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategic actions of core industry actors</td>
<td>Activities of core industry actors which hamper development of new technologies create “inconvenience costs” for new technologies. Activities which lead to faster development and diffusion of new technologies may be modelled similarly to learning effects.</td>
<td>Investments in flexibility enabling technologies, such as electric vehicles, battery storage. Decisions of large utilities to engage in flexibility services. Industry lobbying of energy policies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumer behaviour and values</td>
<td>Modelled similarly to political entities and processes, as uncoordinated actions of many actors. Development of prosumer sector in Fig. 3-4 depends on economic factors but this process may be modelled also as dependent from consumer values. Feedback from environmental problems associated with energy production from fossil resources increases environmental awareness which increases motivation to install solar PVs.</td>
<td>Social acceptance of flexible consumption to further VRE integration. Values supporting decentralised vs. centralised energy supply. Consumer acceptance of electric vehicles and air pollution from ICEs.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6. Conclusions
Here we have reviewed different methodological approaches used for energy transition modelling with the aim of understanding how a system dynamics modelling approach could be employed for improved modelling of such transitions. We applied these for incorporating energy system flexibility into the energy transition context.

The main difference of the system dynamics modelling (SDM) from several other traditional modelling tools is its endogenous approach, in particular understanding and modelling of the structure of a system, which is responsible for the dynamic behaviour. In the SDM, the impact of socio-technical factors is exhibited via information feedback loops that constantly change the system balance under consideration. SDM can also capture the co-evolution of policy, technology, and behavioural factors over sufficiently long-time periods, which is necessary for the analysis of transition pathway dynamics. SDMs may, however, be limited in technological details. Therefore, a proposed combination of system dynamics modelling with technologically detailed energy-system optimisation models could be a way forward for achieving more realistic, non-linear quantitative modelling of sustainable energy transitions. Such an approach could also be attractive for studying complex energy transitions, which involve energy system issues related to flexibility.
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